ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with expansions of distributions in terms of the generalized heat polynomials and of their Appell transforms. Two different techniques are used to prove theorems concerning expansions of distributions. A theorem which provides an orthogonal series expansion of generalized functions is also established. It is shown that this theorem gives an inversion formula for a certain generalized integral transformation.
and pansions based upon the ideas different from those of the Schwartz-Sobolev approach [3] , and from those of Ehrenpreis [4] . This theory did not include the notion of convergence for pansions as there exists such notions for distributions.
In fact, the theory is essentially in algebraic in nature. It is also shown that distributions which are finite order derivatives of certain functions growing no (ex2) However, no topology was introduced there, and hence there is no way of expressing the generalized function as a functional in terms of the Hermite coefficients.
In two papers [5] [6] , Haimo studied the expansion of functions in terms of heat polynomials and their Appell transforms. This work is an extension of some results of Rosenbloom and Widder [7] on expansions in terms of heat polynomials and associated functions. Despite these works, no attention is given to the expansions of distributions in terms of heat polynomials and their Appell transforms. This paper is devoted to the study of expansions of distributions in terms of the generalized heat polynomials and their Appell transforms. A theorem which provides an orthogonal series expansion of generalized functions is also proved. It is shown that this theorem gives an inversion formula for a certain generalized integral transformation.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE GENERALIZED HEAT POLYNOMIALS.
For real values of x and t, the generalized heat polynomials, Pn (x,t) and its (x t) are defined by Appell transform, nW-, Erdelyi's book [8] .
It can readily be verified that for < x, t < , P (x,t) satifies the n, generalized heat equation With the help of the following results reported by Erdelyi [8] 2 P (x,-t) In order to make this paper self-contalned to some extent, we now llst a few properties of the above spaces:
(1) (I) denotes the space of infinitely dlfferentiable functions defined over I with a compact support. The dual space D' (I) is the space of Schwartz distributions [9] on I. It can easily be shown that D(1) is a subspace of the space U (I) and that the topology of (I) is stronger than that induced on it by U (I).
(ii) The space U (I) is a dense subspace of g (1) We arrive at the desired estimate using result (2.11). n--o The corresponding infinite series equals G(x,y,t-s). We observe that (x) G(x,y,t-s) E U'G,9 and (x) GN(X,y,t,s), E U'G, 
((x), n(X,t)) n(X,t) n(X't)" Thus for fixed t, o< t < , Consequently, for each k, (f, E((x), n(X,t)) n(X,t))
Fn(n(X,t) (x,t)). PROOF. We have
7. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS. The following theorem gives a characterization of the transform F(n) of f6 V'
Its proof being similar to that of Theorem 9.6-1, p 261 in [i] and heRce it is omitted. (f(x) n(X t)) k x,t x,t n (x't) n=o (f(x), n(X,t))(-Xn)k n(X,t) ( 
8.1) n--o
Using this fact we can solve the differential equation P(x,t u(x) g(x) (8.2) where P is a polynomial and the given g and unknown u are required to be in V'
Applying the transformation T defined by (6.1) we obtain P(% U(n) G(n), U--T u G T g. 
